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Welcome

In High Point’s 51st year, new programs were implemented and resources expanded. Perhaps most visibly,
the school extended its reach beyond the campus to immerse itself in local and global communities while looking
internally to create new growth opportunities. And we
had fun doing it all!
This year saw the start of High Point’s new community service program with every grade participating in
service to our neighboring communities. On campus, all
students took part in Rise Against Hunger, a hands-on
experience of packing food to be distributed to areas of
great need around the world. Our students gained a very
real perspective on global hunger.
High Point also launched a new Parent Education Program this year. The focus was on technology, providing valuable resources for our parent community, arming them with
new tools to help educate their children about e-safety.
And High Point hosted its ﬁrst family-friendly fundraiser. The Family Day at the Races at Santa Anita Park
brought together big and little kids alike. With horse races
and carnival games, families spent an afternoon together
supporting HPA’s pursuit of program growth.
Yet these are only a few examples of our evolution, setting the stage for the next 50 years and valuing the commitment of our diverse community. We hope that past parents
and alumni, too, will continue to reconnect with the High
Point Family, to help us ﬁnd new opportunities to spread our
Eagle wings. --Christina Pasten, Director of Development
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OUR MISSION

High Point Academy awakens the joy of
learning in each child. The school provides
a nurturing environment that enables each
student to ﬂourish academically, emotionally,
morally, physically, and socially. The challenging
curriculum provides a traditional and balanced
approach to ensure that students acquire tools
for analytical thinking. With faculty and family
support, students develop the ability to pursue
and organize knowledge throughout a lifetime.

OUR SHARED VALUES

Safe
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Respect
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Head of School Message

I

BIG AND LITTLE Supermen
at Halloween: Mr. Stern
and Travis Garcia

t’s been a “super” year at High Point! In fact, it’s
been almost two super years since I came on
board as Head of School at High Point Academy,
and the time has just ﬂown by as we have
launched many vital initiatives and ensured their
success. These initiatives emanated from High Point’s
2016-2021 Strategic Plan. Certainly, there were times
when I thought I might have to be Superman to help keep
us on track, but I needn’t have worried: with the everenthusiastic and dedicated High Point family community,
faculty, Board, administration, and staﬀ by my side, our
HPA team has stewarded exciting events, programs, and
projects. Among them:
High Point’s 50th Anniversary, which marked a land4 High Point Academy

mark achievement for our school and also launched
memorable events and undertakings.
Updated, formal faculty evaluation program with
which we have ensured new levels of teaching excellence as we foster powerful professional development
and goals-attainment programs that keep teachers
wholly engaged and excited about innovative teaching.
Advanced Curriculum Development. Our new
HPA Curriculum Guide eﬀectively communicates our
scope and sequence—clarifying and updating what
HPA students are learning at each level, and helping
us to assess curriculum eﬀectiveness along the way.
A “deep dive” into school-wide curricula has also
given us The Daily 5/CAFÉ, the Writer’s Workshop
and more. Curriculum development and enhancement—what we teach and how we teach—
are at the core of all strategic planning decisions
and priorities.
Technology. Integrating technology into the classroom curriculum has been an important initiative.
Toward that end, we have 1) augmented dedicated
staﬃng by adding a Curriculum & Innovation Specialist, 2) signiﬁcantly increased the number of laptops
and iPads available to our students, and 3) greatly expanded innovation with a new emphasis on coding,
video production, and drone creation.
STEM/STEAM. We continue to expand innovative
programs and events with a focus on STEM/STEAM.

Curriculum development and
“enhancement
what we teach

”

—

and how we teach — are ongoing

priorities.

Most recent is the development of a new “Family Science
Night” event, spearheaded by our science specialist, Mrs.
Huezo, and designed to keep students and families truly
excited about science.
This is just a sampling of initiatives in the works or
underway, courtesy of our intrepid HPA faculty and staﬀ,
and always with the generous and tireless support of our
wonderful HPA families. We hope you enjoy our wrap-up
of the 2016-2017 school year. Now it’s up, up, and away
to 2017-2018!
--Gary Stern

T

Student Voices

his year, we randomly queried
our student body to ﬁnd out
what our students would remember most about High
Point; what they felt were
their most “inspiring” or “life-changing” moments at school. As always, our enthusiastic
responders were joyful, spontaneous, and
thoughtful.
According to HPA Junior High student
Eamon Binns (at right, far left), “My most
memorable experience of this school year
was snorkeling at CIMI [Catalina Island Marine Institute]. When I dove into the water it
ASPIRANTS Krista Powell
and Eamon Binns
was as if my goggles opened up another dimension. The vivid array of life amazed me.
had to work on communication and that really drew us
Serenity and peace overcame me. I aspire to become a
closer. Toward the end, we were able to get it in with
marine biologist when I grow up, so this experience was
ease. The activity really helped me to connect with others
life-changing for me.”
and that is what makes it my most impactful memory.”
Eighth grader Krista Powell, above, also was inspired
Of course, HPA students don’t have to leave camby an oﬀ-campus trip. At Pali Institute in
pus to S.O.A.R. Fifth
the San Bernardino Mountains near Lake
grader Cyana Lee (middle,
I aspire to be a marine
Arrowhead, she recalls, “We had so many
left) reports, “The most
team-building activities and I really
exciting thing in ﬁfth grade
biologist when I grow up, so
learned a lot about my peers. One of the
was doing science experiactivities that stands out the most was
ments for the first time.
the experience at CIMI was
where we had to get a ball into a bucket
The very ﬁrst lab we did
just using pieces of pipe. My entire group
was a chemical reaction,
life-changing for me.
where we experimented
with antacid in diﬀerent
water temperatures. When we put it in the
regular water, it turned really cold. But in
the warm water, it bubbled up, and turned
really hot! Now we are working on a lifesize model of the human body, drawing the
organs and intestines. Fifth grade has been
a big change in academics, but I have a lot
of fun!”
For classmate Kayley Bao (far left), learning to play the ﬂute was her most memorable accomplishment. “I never had any
prior experience playing instruments. It was
diﬃcult for me to learn the placing of the
keys, and how to read the note. But ﬁnally,
my hard work at school paid oﬀ, and now I
can make beautiful sounds with my ﬂute! I
am proud of myself for not giving up, and
INSPIRED, L to R: Kayley Bao, for continuously striving to get better.”

“
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Cyana Lee, Jaidyn-Bleau Porter
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Professional Development
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rofessional Development during the 20162017 school year represented a laser focus
for High Point, designed to ensure that our
teachers continue to deliver an exceptional
21st century education to our students.
This past year, High Point invested substantial resources to
make our professional development priority a reality. Importantly, it was the 2016-2017 Annual Fund donations
from our close-knit, supportive community that were instrumental in that eﬀort.
In fact, professional development is a mainstay of
our ﬁve-year Strategic Plan. The plan speciﬁcally lays out
our commitment to enhance professional growth programs for faculty. These programs are not only designed to
promote excellence and innovation in the curriculum, the
Strategic Plan also speciﬁes that the faculty itself be engaged in the planning of programs which are responsive to
their needs. Toward this end, we meet with our teachers
on a continual basis to discuss and monitor their professional goals and ongoing development eﬀorts.
6 High Point Academy

ALDEN HAUSER, Justin Zandi, and
Adam Lewczuk look on as
Jr. High Director and math wiz
Mr. Millard shares expertise.

Encouragement, Support, Funding
High Point Academy not only supports, but actively and
consistently encourages faculty participation in all sorts
of professional development experiences. These experiences include seminars, conferences, associations, continuing study and certification, plus teaching and
leadership opportunities, all of which are funded by the
school’s Annual Fund.
Since the beginning of the school year—and even during the summer prior—our teachers have enthusiastically
headed to professional development opportunities all over
the country, to learn side-by-side with their teaching peers
from schools near and far. They have returned refreshed
and renewed; re-invigorated with new ideas, innovative
teaching techniques, increased understanding of vital issues, and ﬁnely tuned skill sets. The strong desire of High
Point teachers to pursue ongoing enrichment through
these opportunities has not abated; their eagerness to
learn more, know more, and share exciting new knowledge with their students never ends.

On-site Training for Teachers
High Point Academy has also vigorously pursued and established its own on-campus professional development
oﬀerings for our teaching staﬀ. As outlined in our Strategic
Plan, we have empowered our faculty to contract, design,
and create professional development oﬀerings that will
continue to enrich curriculum and instruction at High Point.
Among the on-site professional development oﬀerings we
launched in 2016-2017:

•

•

•

•

•

•

“

•

for expository and creative writing and also enables a
greater understanding of the writing process itself.

Sensory Processing and Sensory Integration – Helps
teachers appreciate and understand the instrumental
role of sensory processing and sensory integration in
facilitating the learning process and optimizing each
student’s success in learning.

Our Ongoing Dedication to
Excellence
Daily 5 CAFÉ training –
Going forward, High Point
empowers K-2 teachThe programs are not only
Academy remains committed
ers to incorporate the
to prioritizing the professional
most up-to-the-minute
designed to promote excellence and
development of its faculty.
reading comprehenWe continually assess our facinnovation in the curriculum, the
sion, vocabulary, and
ulty, students, and national/
study skills strategies
international
educational adfaculty itself is engaged in planning
into the classroom.
vancements, to ensure our
ERB Data Training –
teachers offer High Point stuprograms responsive to their needs.
An Education Records
dents the best education
Bureau representapossible. We are dedicated
tive worked with facto nurturing teachers who will
ulty to improve data interpretation of ERB
continue to lead the way in preparing students with a
standardized test scores. The training is purposely de- 21st century education.
signed to help teachers use that knowledge to opti--Gary Stern, Kris Haines, Ashley Shaw, Jason Moore
mize curriculum and instruction.

”

Responsive Classroom Training – HPA teachers
well-trained in this specialized character education program share their knowledge and skills
with their faculty colleagues. By doing so, they
create a deeper sense of community and caring
within the classroom and across the larger High
Point community.

Math Professional Development – High Point has
secured a renowned math curriculum expert for
this special opportunity. She trains teachers in
the many exciting ways they can incorporate indepth problem-solving into the math curriculum
and math instruction.

Apple- and Google-Certiﬁed Training – An
Apple- and Google-certiﬁed trainer worked with
K-3 faculty to enrich curricula via the highly
effective incorporation of iPads within our 2:1
iPad initiative. The trainer also showed teachers
how to harness the power of laptops to further
enhance our enriched (1:1 laptop) curriculum.

Writer’s Workshop – Designed to enhance students’ writing skills across a variety of genres.
This program helps teachers to instill a passion

1:1 LAPTOP user,
George Bryant
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Implementing the 5-Year Strategic Plan

T

Ongoing Commitment to Excellence in Curriculum & Instruction

he Strategic Planning process—inclusive,
collaborative, visionary—launched in December 2015 when we posed the compelling questions: Who are we? What are
our core values? We envisioned the future
together and also asked ourselves: What are our overarching objectives? How will we achieve them?
Not long after, we crystallized four core pillars of High
Point: Excellence, Innovation, Responsibility, and Community. We then went on to create a wholly new Strategic Plan
—the High Point Academy ﬁve-year Strategic Plan (20162021). The Plan is our clear path forward; one that will position High Point for success over the next 50 years. Yet, as
everyone knows, implementation is where the rubber meets
the road, so to speak. The Board of Trustees and Head of
School are ultimately responsible for the monitoring and
oversight of the entire High Point ﬁve-year Strategic Plan.

Ready for Action: Two Vital Strategic Planning Goals
First order of the day for our Team: To revisit particular
Strategic Plan goals or objectives, around which the ﬁrst
initiatives would be planned. Two of the Strategic Plan’s
compelling objectives are:

•

•

Objective I: Curriculum: To sustain and enhance a
strong, challenging K-8 curriculum that is among the
best in the San Gabriel Valley. The curriculum is distinguished through the use of innovation and develops
students who are intellectually agile as well as community-minded.
Objective VI: To recruit, retain, and support talented,
highly qualiﬁed and eﬀective, diverse, and engaged
teachers and staﬀ who believe in the mission of High
Point Academy and are committed both to awakening
the joy of learning in each student, as well as to their
craft as educational professionals.

Designing Initiatives Aligned with Goals
With our goals to guide us, the Implementation team
moved quickly on to the action items—initiatives that
would bring the Strategic Plan to Life. Today, a number of
initiatives in the areas of Curriculum and Faculty & Staﬀ
have either been implemented, or are in various stages of
implementation by various committees and individuals,
with focuses on particular grades. They include:

8 High Point Academy

The New Strategic Process
From the NAIS Independent Magazine,
”Strategic Planning is an Oxymoron”
by Patrick F. Bassett

In the words of the guru of strategic thinking,
Henry Mintzberg, “Strategic planning is an
oxymoron.” What he means is that the minute a
formal strategic planning process codifies into
goals and action steps, it ceases to be strategic.

The new strategic process, Mintzberg argues,
requires that we remain in a strategic posture at
all times. This is not a radical departure from the
old process, since it relies on the same essential
early steps: brainstorming, SWOT (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analyses,
data collection and analysis, assessment of the
internal and external landscapes and culture issues, etc. What is different, however, is that the
planning team now produces a five-year vision
as well as the first 12 months of strategies and
tactics to actualize the vision. At the same time,
the team proposes steps for the following 24 to
36 months, and yet leaves these latter strategies
and tactics in the parking lot, so to speak, until
team members see what happens in the first 12
months. This process of projecting and implementing in short-term steps allows the team to
periodically reconsider the original list of next
steps based on the external and internal exigencies that weren’t anticipated.
This process is crucial because when something
big changes the course of our plans, the team
can develop new strategies that hadn’t been
needed originally. Remaining in a continual strategic posture allows the enterprise to nimbly correct
the course to the vision, in small and large ways.

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

K-8 Curriculum Guide
(published) - spiraling,
challenging scope and
sequence

Our Implementation team
“came
together to turn into reality
the year’s most essential goals.
”

Writer's Workshop (Writing Committee) - ongoing implementation of this innovative approach to teaching
expository and creative writing

Daily Five/CAFÉ Program (grades K-2) - to optimize
students’ reading comprehension and language arts
instruction

Math Committee - incorporating higher-level problem-solving into math instruction

Community Service Outreach Program - implementation of meaningful community service projects at
each grade level

Character Education Program/Responsive Classrooms

Technology - remodeled Tech Center, 2:1 iPad program (K-3) and 1:1 student laptop program (4-8),
further integration of technology into the curriculum

Faculty Mentor Program - to help provide support for
new teachers

Professional Development Leadership Team - faculty
and administration

Parent Education Program - launch of HPA’s parent
education program

Feedback from the Trenches
High Point’s faculty and staﬀ have worked closely together
this year to reach the goals set in place for 2016-2017.
Following last year’s creation of a school-wide curriculum guide and narrative, the faculty shifted its focus to
strengthening how concepts are taught. One example: In
Junior High, English teacher Colleen Zeiss enhanced one of
her eighth grade literary units to strengthen the way she
had been teaching that unit. As a companion to the reading of Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451, her class participated in a gamiﬁed version of the book that allowed the
novel to come to life. According to Mrs. Zeiss, “Once this
was completed, students wrote essays in response to the
following question: Does technology help society or hurt
society? Using both these ideas and those from the book,
the students worked in groups to create a video essay.”
In the primary grades, teachers have been focused on
enhancing reading and math diﬀerentiation. In addition to
being trained, teachers have implemented many aspects
of the Daily 5/CAFÉ programs. These exciting programs

oﬀer students more ways to practice
their skills, while also allowing ample
time for teachers to work in small
groups during reading. In addition,
teachers have been focused on teaching in smaller groups
during math, in order to further meet the needs of their
students. Importantly, the creation of a Curriculum Specialist post has enabled each of grades K-3 to have a second
teacher present many or most days, during math. This extra
attention during math time generates more excitement
from the students, and they are more motivated to listen
and explore the new concepts.
New Writer’s Workshop and faculty mentor initiatives
are also underway, with excellent results. And High Point’s
ﬁrst-ever Curriculum Guide was published in 2016, making
it possible for HPA parents to quickly scan their child’s current curriculum at a glance, or in depth. Details about initiatives focused on technology, professional development,
community service, and parent education are detailed in
the following pages of this publication (see Contents). Initiatives coming next: Character Education and the Responsive Classroom. Stay tuned! --Gary Stern, Head of School,
and Ashley Shaw, Curriculum Specialist

Reading joy at the CAFÉ

Strategy
in Action!
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Technology

his year at HPA, a strong focus was on using
and integrating technology into the curriculum. In all subjects and grade levels across
the campus, you will ﬁnd new tech initiatives thriving inside the classrooms.
As a matter of fact, Junior High has been a “bring your
own device” place for the past ﬁve years, and teachers in
these grades continue to work on ﬁnding ways to encourage the introduction of brand-new technologies. Teachers
use “bring your own device” to their advantage, in order to
further prepare their students for high school and the 21st
century world we live in. One example of how teacher Krista
Huezo has further utilized technology in her science class is
by helping her eighth graders make mini documentary
movies for their environmental science unit. Says Mrs.

Huezo, “The movies will explain what we do here at HPA to
help our environment and lead the way to being a ‘green’
school. My hope is to share these movies with the rest of
the school and community, to help educate them more.”
New elective courses oﬀered this year wholly support the
21st century emphasis, and include programming drones,
app creation & marketing, and video game creation.
In the primary grades, our 2:1 iPad program gives students a decisive learning edge. What’s more, a solid
school-to-home connection has been forged with the implementation of math and reading app programs
(Reﬂex/Raz Kids) that have helped to strengthen students’
reading ﬂuency and comprehension, as well as their math
fact ﬂuencies. In addition to these new programs, primary
grades have participated in numerous iPad- and computer-

Awakening Tech!
HPA’s NEWLY REMODELED tech lab in action
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creation projects that have propelled our students’ learnbeing respectful online is equally as important as developing to the next level. For example, in ﬁrst grade, students
ing skill in using new technology tools. So, students are not
working on learning the diﬀerent solid shapes created
only taught to use online tools well, they are provided with
“Solid Shape Villages” which were photographed and then
the knowledge and know-how to be savvy digital citizens.
imported into a drawing
For example, second graders
program. There within the
learned and discussed diﬀerent
program, students labeled
strategies, such as “traﬃc light
their shapes using their
websites,” that they could use
I love learning how to type and use
mouse and keyboard. Acto stay safe and keep their priGoogle Docs. It has made me a more
cording to ﬁrst grade
vacy when navigating through
teacher Ms. Summers,
new websites for fun and educonfident writer because now people
“After this project, I nocational purposes. In addition
ticed students had a
to school lessons and discuscan read my stories more easily.
stronger understanding
sions, this year High Point proand ability to recognize the
vided
parent education to help
--HPA 4th grader
diﬀerent solid shapes.”
families understand and pracMore great news:
tice ways to keep their children
This year, grades 4-6 oﬃsafe online.
cially became 1:1 laptop classrooms! Now, starting in third
As laid out in the High Point Academy 2016-2021
grade, students learn all about how to manage, use, creStrategic Plan, each year we will be expanding and deepenate, and collaborate using their Google Drives. And projing our focus on innovative learning to equip our students
ects in these grade levels continue to evolve, to meet the
with whatever they will need to thrive and succeed in the
current and future needs of our 21st century learners.
years ahead. --Jason Moore, Director of Technology, and
Fourth graders, for instance, enhanced their understanding Ashley Shaw, Curriculum & Innovation Specialist
of earthquake safety and readiness by creating a multimedia project which included pictures, videos, and
websites that they either found or created while
collaborating with fellow classmates. Not only
were the students fully engrossed in their project,
but fourth grade teacher, Amy Masserer, reported,
“I was surprised to see how many of my students
went home and started discussions with their families about creating an Earthquake Safety Bag.”
Of course, with an increase in the use of technology comes a need for solid typing skills. So this
year, High Point also initiated a stronger focus on
typing ﬂuency in grades 3 through 6. Students
have been taking part in typing programs which
allow them to increase their speed at their own
pace, while being able to practice at home and
school. One excited fourth grader proclaimed,
“I love learning how to type and use Google Docs.
It has made me a more conﬁdent writer because
now people can read my stories more easily.” Yet,
with all of this expanded technology skill comes
newfound responsibility!
That’s why Digital Citizenship has been a focal
point in all grade levels this year. Staying safe and

“

”
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Music and...

n the ﬁrst day of school, the
kindergarten students began
their weekly experience in
general music class. By the end
of the school year, these young
students will have learned over 45 songs and
have participated in ﬁve performances. By the
time these students reach ﬁfth grade, they will
have vastly expanded their basic music skill set,
broadened their repertoires, and have begun
to critically respond to the art of music.

The joy of musical performance begins in
Kindergarten with the show, The Three Piggy
Opera. In each successive grade through third,
ANNA NUZZI AND RENEE
Deramerian (Back row L to R)
students perform a unique musical show for
look on as (L to R) Allie Guerrini
the school and parents, which they work on
and Anya Millard perform The
througout the year. Music thrives at High Point
Twelve Days of Christmas
as every fourth grader individually performs
the National Anthem from memory, in front of
on to the study of a
the entire class. The fourth graders also celebrate traditional variety of instruments,
American songs as part of their California 49ers Day. In
voice, and general
addition, every year the third graders lead the entire
music education. Our
school in singing the popular tune “Witches Brew” at the
music students enannual Halloween Parade.
thusiastically perform
High Point students grow from little to big. Each year for in the HPA band dureighth grade graduation, music teacher Jobi Harrell sings the ing assemblies, and
WYATT TAFT in full
song, "Where Are You Going?" while students thank their
in the winter and
improv during
families by handing out roses to them. This song was made
spring concerts. A
HPA Productions
popular in 1960 by Harry Belafonte. The lyrics include:
number of our students study and perform outside of school as well, within
Where are you going my little one, little one?
the greater Los Angeles music community.
Where are you going my baby, my own?
Turn around and you're two, turn around and you're four.
Turn around and you're a young child going out of the door...

Ms. Harrell’s greatest joy is witnessing "Where Are You
Going" occurring daily for six years; the journey of each
student from Kindergarten to ﬁfth grade. She notes that
each class has its own special “voice.”
“It is amazing to watch as my students evolve into
unique individuals who will go on to make the world a
better place,” she says.
Music education intensiﬁes in grades 4-7 under the auspices of instrumental music teacher Tim Divers, as High
Point students acquire the skills and values needed to be a
successful musician, whether amateur or professional.
High Point music students ﬁrst study the recorder, moving
12 High Point Academy

Drama 101 is a new enrichment class for grades 7 and 8.
Under the guidance of teacher Nina Vincent, the course begins with students performing established monologues and
scenes, allowing them to become familiar with scene structure and character development. Next, they write monologues and select other members of the class to perform
them. In this way, they learn about the casting process and
how to direct an actor. Throughout the course, students go
from creating monologues, to two- and four-person scenes,
and creating a short ﬁlm. They write, cast, ﬁlm, direct, and
edit their ﬁnal project culminating in a ‘ﬁlm festival’ showcase for the entire junior high class.
In HPA Productions, a world of discovery and imagination
is being explored by grades 1-4, via this new after-school

...Theater!
encourage students to create using their own voice.
This spring (3rd Session), HPA Productions participants
will present scenes and songs created during the session to
contribute to the High Point Variety Show, to take place on
June 6!
--Jobi Harrell, Tim Divers, Deb Snyder, and Nina Vincent

ANDREW LAI performs
a Vivaldi Concerto ﬁrst
movement

enrichment program.
The
founding mothers,
EMILY GUMAN plays and
the
at
sings Let It Snow
Becky Lievense and AlvJanuary Music Recital
ina Wong, began HPA
Productions as part of a
life-skills enrichment course. After inviting Jobi Harrell and
Deb Snyder to continue the program, it is growing into a
true music/theater enrichment playground. HPA Productions oﬀers movement, vocal warm-ups, singing, improvisation, scene work, and performance, culminating in
ﬁlmed pieces that allow students to share their journey at
the end of each session with their friends and family.
A character is imagined.
A relationship is discovered.
And a journey is taken.
This is the magic of theater!

This year in Session 1, grades 1-4 performed the song
“When I Grow Up” from the musical Matilda. The song
was preceded by a scene the children created about interactions between parents and kids. “When I Grow Up” captures a young person’s longing for adulthood, blissfully
unaware of its burdens.
Fifth grade students wrote and ﬁlmed the production,
The Winter Break Mystery. Tyler Byrne, Tori Coates, Annalise
Schoenbaum, and Lance Shong created a spy agency story
that lead them to spying on the faculty to discover what
the teachers really do on winter break. They shared the
ﬁlm with their parents and their class.
This winter (2nd Session), grades 1-4 used improvisation
to learn to build scenes by creating relationships, picking a
location, running into a problem, and discovering a solution.
Improvisation games were used throughout the semester to

PETER RABBIT performed
by HPA 1st graders
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CASSIDY ITAMURA interviews
William Green during
“Report on the Street”
improv in HPA Productions
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Parent Education
n October 6th, High Point kicked oﬀ its

new Parent Education Program with a

compelling presentation by nationally

known internet safety specialist Lori

Getz. She has appeared on Dr. Phil and The Today Show. In

2008, she founded Cyber Education Consultants and began

speaking to students, parents, and educators about Inter-

Lori Getz

net safety, security, and ethics.

Ms. Getz addressed a parents-only audience in the morn-

ing, and 5th through 8th grade students later in the day,

providing a perfect opportunity to open a dialogue as chil-

dren returned home from school. We had immediate, very

positive feedback from parents, teachers, and students

alike, and the conversation here at school about cyber

safety and security continues.

Dr. Joe Dilley is a licensed clinical psychologist and the

co-founder of Synergy Psychological. He specializes in the

assessment and treatment of anxiety, ADHD, and technol-

ogy addictions. His book, The Game Is Playing Your Kid:

How to Unplug & Reconnect in the Digital Age, has been

featured across media outlets including Mom Talk Radio,

The Chicago Tribune, Scouting Magazine, and Psychology
Today. On April 27th, Dr. Joe offered an informative and

enlightening presentation to High Point parents, focusing
on appropriate responses to children whose electronic
devices seem to monopolize their time. His advice was

pragmatic, yet sensitive to the value of technology. The
evening event was complete with complimentary child
care provided by our Girl Scouts.
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--Norma Richman

Joe Dilley

Author Speaker Series
BEST-SELLING picture book author
and illustrator David Shannon (left)
enthralls HPA students with No, David!
anecdotes and on-the-ﬂy artistry. Below,
award-winning author, illustrator,
cartoonist and self-proclaimed unicorn
Dana Simpson shares the inspiration
behind Phoebe and Her Unicorn. Below
left, Cover of Maezie’s Pumpkin Patch,
a true story about a local resident and
her beleagured pumpkin patch, penned
by local author Lynn Martin Snowden.

E

ach year at HPA, I make sure there’s at
least one author visit for every grade level.
This year, we had more best-selling authors
than ever, with presentations that were at
times hilarious, touching, and educational.
These visits are important for so many reasons. Certainly,
they get kids excited about books and perhaps get them
reading an author they didn’t know about before. But I
also believe that among our students there is a future author or illustrator, just sitting, watching, and listening on
Author Day, and he or she may hold that day dear or even
mark it as the ﬁrst step on the
path to an ultimate career goal!
This year, we were delighted to
host three renowned children’s
book authors: David Shannon,
creator and illustrator of the addictive No, David! series, Dana
Simpson, author and illustrator of
the wonderful Phoebe and Her
Unicorn comic strip and books,
and Maezie’s Pumpkin Patch
author Lynn Martin Snowden, a
local resident. Later this year, we will welcome the awardwinning and proliﬁc author and singer-songwriter Mary
Amato. Ms. Amato has penned such favorites as Good
Crooks, and Our Teacher is a Vampire and Other True Stories.
--Jennette Neville, HPA Librarian

“a Among our students there is
future author or illustrator

who may mark Author Day as

”

the first step on the path to an

ultimate career goal!
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Athletics Highlights
igh Point Academy oﬀers a well-

rounded after-school athletics program for both girls and boys. The

program is a voluntary one, and stu-

power tip!

dents are encouraged to participate. Along with this privi-

lege, however, comes the responsibility to meet the

rigorous standards established for athletic teams.

As a school, we certainly take pride in winning. Having

said that, High Point does not condone “winning at any

cost” and discourages any pressure to do so, as this can

lead to poor sportsmanship and poor physical and mental

health. The High Point athletic program is conducted in a

manner that is complementary to, and supportive of, the

educational program and, importantly, the school’s overar-

ching mission to awaken the joy of learning through sports!
--Ted Bartscherer

ABOVE, HPA mascot
Ernie the Eagle.
Members of the HPA
Cross Country team
at right, L to R:
Tomas Posada-Awad,
Matthew Wang, Ben
Odawara, Jack Koehler,
Meghan Christensen,
Miranda Thomson,
Izzy Mozilo, Ava Zhang.
16 High Point Academy

CAITLIN DU lunges to score a point in a recent volleyball game at
home, as Milena Andrade looks on.
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whoosh!

MEGHAN Christensen baﬄing a Rio Hondo girl with her ability to
palm a basketball!

AIDAN Simonian ﬂies by a defender on the way to a basket against
Polytechnic.

trek!
TOMAS Posada-Awad disrupts two Poly soccer players during a
game on Higgins Field.

GEORGE Wiles-Koehler and Adam Lewczuk lead the pack at a Cross
Country Meet at Lacy Park.
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Science Night

launch!

1

ur brand-new Science
Night for parents and students of Grades 3-6 was
on Thursday, March 23rd,
with more than 100 par2
ents and students attending. Polymer balls
were bouncing, towers were built, daﬀodils
were dissected, and green
army men were launched
Projects ran the gamut from
from rubber band, spoon,
and tongue-depressor catacreating polymer balls, dissecting
pults! Students and their
parents discovered the joy
daffodils, and launching green
of a true hands-on science
men from tongue-depressor
experience, speciﬁcally focused on exciting STEM
catapults, to building an LED
(Science Technology Engineering Math) activities
circuit using a pencil.
developed by High Point’s
4
seventh and eighth grade stu3
dent scientists. The special event was conceived and coordinated by HPA science specialist, Krista Huezo, working in
conjunction with the junior high students. Mrs. Huezo has
taught middle school science and math for 17 years, loves
to make learning fun and memorable for students, and is
always eager to ﬁnd new and exciting ways to inspire them.
The junior high students ran six stations spread
across the campus, while HPA students and their parents
collaborated in hands-on science undertakings. Everyone
took home creative projects on which they worked and,
in the process, received a stamp in their personal
"science journal" for each project they completed.
5
Students and parents also earned special incentives to
engage in the plethora of science projects that were
v
available to them that evening. Projects ran the gamut
from creating a
unique polymer
6
ball, to building
an LED circuit
using a pencil.
The night’s activities culminated in
a 100-cup tower
contest (the tallest
SCIENCE NIGHT TAKES OFF! 1) Jack Koehler and Dad Brad prepare to scientifically catapult a tiny green soldier. 2) Delara Jadvar bounces a polytower won!).
mer ball she devised from kitchen ingredients. 3) Henry Atkinson uses
--Deb Snyder
remote control to maneuver robotics. 4) Anna Nuzzi works toward her

“

”

bounce!

zzzzt!
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boing!

100-cup engineering feat. 5) Sofia Castaneda designs an LED circuit, using
a pencil. 6) Brianna Choi uses ordinary tongue depressors to launch her
little green man.

T

Dads’ & Special Friends’ Breakfast
1

he annual breakfast brought together the
High Point Community for a morning ﬁlled
with delicious food and great company. High
Point welcomed Twohey’s Food Truck onto
campus, which served up good eats while
students enjoyed a fun morning with dads, grandads,
uncles, and special friends. With over 160 guests on
campus, along with the many parent volunteers, the
Dads’ & Special Friends’ Breakfast was a success! Thank
you to Cyndi Fox and Jeannine Lee for chairing the event,
and for carrying on this wonderful tradition of bringing the
High Point Community together.

2

3

DADS, ETC! 1) Bonaccorso family: Cyndi, Jim, and Isabella 2) Gene and
Sammy Bougdanos 3) Chris and Grayson Knapp 4) Ralph and Jack
Fuetterer 5) Souma Family: Antoine, Joelle, and Celine 6) Jadvar
family: Mojgan, Hossein, and Delara 7) Volunteers, front row L to R:
Sohee Jun, Julia Itamura, Event Co-chair Cyndi Fox. Back row, L to R:
Eva Ly, Grace Huang, Event Co-chair Jeannine Lee, Linda Yin, and Patricia
Marquez. 8) Jude, Simon, and Ruby Waters 9) Joanna and Sarah Attar

5

4

6

8

7

9
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International Day

I

nternational day brought students, parents, and
staﬀ together for global fun! After a week that
began with ﬂag and map decorating around
campus—plus students actively discussing their
heritage and where they hoped to travel—Friday
January 27th was the big day! We started with morning assembly, wearing cultural costumes to the Fair in the amphitheater and around campus. Foreign language students
performed!
International Day, spearheaded by Chairperson Tanya
Potts, ﬂew by in a whirlwind of sharing, learning, scavenger
hunts, treats, games, and colorful costumes! HPA kids
worked with teachers and each other; parents shared during class time and also put together a Fair in the amphitheater (junior high students helped out at stations). Kinders
loved their special dance lesson, piñata crafting was a hit,
kids learned traditional Greek dancing and the history behind it, junior high students were taught the art of henna
tattoos, and more! Kinders through fourth graders competed heartily in an international “virtual” scavenger hunt,
with each participant receiving a World Detective badge.
In addition to the attractions listed above, the Amphitheater was arrayed with stations of cultural displays,
book and music corners, a color-your-ﬂag area, and photo
booth.
Kinder-parent volunteers took photos of each student
displaying the ﬂag colored to represent his or her national
heritage. Kinders then clamored to be videotaped by the
ﬁfth graders, to discuss what their dream vacations would
20 High Point Academy

be. (The video was later edited in
iMovie by the ﬁfth graders working on iPads and laptops, with a
little help from tech director
Jason Moore.) They virtually
“dreamed” about world travel,
and technology made it happen!
Elementary school teachers and
their classes (with the aid of tech
innovation specialist Ashley Shaw)
contributed more video, highlighting from where on the planet their
students’ families emigrated. And
a truly amazing video capturing
the highlights of the day was produced with real style by
eighth grader Jack Fuetterer.
For International Day, each elementary grade level also
completed a project that involved the use of technology,
supporting the day’s overarching theme of 21st century
learning.
International Day Tech Highlights by Grade:
• Kinders drew their country-of-heritage ﬂag; photos
went into a slideshow shown around campus.
• 1st graders “dreaming” about vacation destinations
were taped by 5th graders.

“ourWe virtually ‘dreamed’ about
world travel, and technology
made it happen!
”

•

•

•

•

•
•

Using an online drawing program, 2nd graders typed
and drew their dream vacations.
3rd graders used Google and safe searching to design
a slide collage of a chosen country.
Using Google Sheets, 3rd graders also used data to
uncover the most-traveled HPA grade.
5th graders used iMovie to produce a video of ﬁrst
graders.
6th graders used slides from 3rd grade to create a virtual scavenger hunt where students “found” countries
on all seven continents.
All pictures and movies went into a slideshow shown
on campus monitors.
--HPA Faculty

CLOCKWISE from left, opposite page: Elizabeth Pulver, Justin
Kong dressed for “travel”; Miles Piro and Nilay Patel (showing their piñatas). This page: Primary elementary students
locate “dream” destinations, Andrew Deelo and Simon Lee
at the world’s colored flag area, Max Min mixing
cultural attire, and French students leading all-school
assembly, L to R: French teacher Isabelle Camp-Campins,
Natalie McMullin, Mia Nagai, Isabella Bonaccorso,
Andrew Bigelow, Gregory Feng, Ty Kramer-Watson.
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Community Service

igh Point Academy’s new community engagement program has
taken ﬂight. Elementary students
in grades K through 8 spent the
school year learning about themselves and their places in the world. Along with
thinking about the needs of others, they discovered
what it means to be more compassionate and selfaware. Our outreach initiative is a two-way avenue
introducing HPA students to the community and,
conversely, the community to the uniqueness of
HPA. Likewise, service learning does not operate in a
vacuum. Its value is in preparing children to be responsible, thoughtful, and educated members of society and to nurture empathetic student-citizens
through community engagement.
To this end, all students participated in developmentally appropriate community service projects
that are local and designed to be carried out on a
grade-by-grade basis. Some upper elementary stu-

KIDERGARTENERS decorate boxes
of clothes for Kids’ Kloset,
a local children’s charity.

AS PART OF his service learning project, Evan
Steinhoﬀ readies a resident of Two Palms
Nursing Home for an interview
22 High Point Academy

dents helped plan projects or determined how they might
be funded, but all took pride in knowing the impact that
they have had on those less fortunate.
High Point’s teachers worked together last summer to
determine projects that would give their students a real
sense of accomplishment and a deeper understanding of
humanitarian and environmental needs. This ties education to service and also provides each grade with a tradition that will serve students for years to come. In addition,
a committee of parents oﬀered expertise, classroom help,
transportation, and moral support—thus bringing everyone together for great causes.
During the fall quarter, a group of commendable
eighth graders participated in our own “Eagle’s Lair” service learning class. As reported in Pasadena Now and The
Outlook, students formed teams to research needs in environmental or humanitarian causes in the local community.
After settling on their own student-driven community engagement projects, they were required to develop business plans and demographic studies and to use 21st

Upper elementary students
“helped
plan projects or determined

how they might be funded, but all
Hillsides Home in Pasadena.
century skills to create
Third graders reprised
media-based presentagrades took pride in knowing the
their successful “Souper
tions to "judges" who then
Bowl”. In February, they condetermined which plans
impact
that
they
have
had
on
ducted
a canned food contest
had the best feasibility and
for Friends in Deed food
most thoughtful presentathose less fortunate.
pantry. This unique activity intion. One of the most gratcluded
an opportunity for chilifying elements of the class
dren to “vote” for their favorite Super Bowl team by
was watching these young people conduct pilot programs
donating food in the name of the Falcons and the Patriots.
to test their ideas. One team even applied for a grant to
They made posters and went classroom-to-classroom to procover its expenses!
mote their beneﬁt—truly a tradition in the making. History
Elementary students carried out their projects
came alive as our fourth grade students performed their
throughout the school year. In November, our kinderpopular “49ers” program at a local senior center in April—
garten students generously donated new and used chilcomplete
with authentic music and costumes.
dren’s coats and sweaters for Kids’ Kloset, a local charity.
Fifth graders were pleased to work with Ronald McDonThese items were lovingly packed into boxes decorated by
ald House this year. The children made welcome bags for the
the children as a class project. Our young benefactors reguests and their families, a wonderful opportunity to see the
ﬂected back on this experience with a sense of ownership.
impact their generosity had on other children. And ﬁnally, in
First grade made toys and dog biscuits as a classroom acthe spring our new sixth grade teachers guided their stutivity for the local animal charity Hand in Paw, in the
dents in local conservation eﬀorts with the Sierra Club. This
spring. They also discussed ways to fundraise for their supproject ﬁt nicely with their earth science curriculum and proplies—a great math lesson! Second grade students took a
vided for an exhilarating outdoor activity.
creative approach, too. They sewed pouches and stuﬀed
--Norma Richman, Community Engagement Coordinator
them with collected toiletries for disadvantaged children at

”
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JUNIOR HIGH students Evan Steinhoﬀ,
Jake Hansen, Allie Guerrini, Tracey Gibbs
with Advisor Norma Richman
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Family Day at the Races

1

nd…they’re oﬀ! Saturday, April 22 was High Point’s very
ﬁrst Day at the Races—an exciting, family-friendly
fundraiser at Santa Anita Park. Over 300 guests were in
attendance on the beautiful, sunny
2
spring day. Kids enjoyed carnival
games and treats, a race was named after High Point,
and Head of School Gary Stern and Board of Trustees
Chair Brent Schoenbaum were even invited into the
Winner’s Circle. Best of all, through the special Day at
the Races Silent auction, over $20,000 was raised to
beneﬁt High Point’s technology infrastructure. Our
terriﬁc new fundraiser would not have been possible
without the leadership, creativity, and dedication of
High Point’s Director of Development Christina Pasten, and the hard work, inspiration, and collaboration on the
part of event Co-chairs Sherrie and Jeﬀ Singer, as well as the
Day at the Races Committee: Sheryl Brown, April Castañeda,
Julie Christensen, Blair Hansen, Jeannine Lee, Bing Li, Candace
McMullin, Christina Pasten, Purvi Patel, Lynnea Schoenbaum,
and Jolie Solomon.
HPA Family Day at the Races was a great way to bring together our community of parents, students, staﬀ & friends of
High Point. From the starting gate to crossing the ﬁnish line,
this special occasion represented the close-knit High Point
family at its very ﬁnest!

3

4

5

6

7
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FROM TOP: 1) The Hight Point Race is announced
by the oﬃcial bugler 2) L to R: Schoenbaums, et al:
Lynnea, Jessica Powell, Analise, and Brent 3) HPA
hits the Big Board 4) Jammin’ L to R: Charlotte
McDonald, Julianne Kinne, Ava Rubbo, Katelin
Kinne, Sophia Culver, Zacky Culver 5) Tomas
Posada-Awad tosses rings 6) Bouncy tent is a
huge hit with ﬁrst grade boys! 7) L to R, getting
ready to bet on a winner: Victor & Frances Mena,
Head of School Gary Stern, and Julie & Mike
Christensen 8) Horse racing excitement!

8
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Volunteers/PAX

t has been a great pleasure to serve as the Parent Auxiliary (PAX) chair
for High Point Academy’s 2016-17 school
year. Every day I speak to parents,
old and new, who are so happy
to have helped with all the events
that go on around campus. In the
classrooms, during art or library,
or feeding the kids and staﬀ alike
at the many special events, our
wonderful parent volunteers are
always ready to lend a helping
hand and are excited to do so. You
all make my “job” so much easier!
Finishing up the year with
Dad’s Breakfast, Book Fair, Grandparents’ & Special Friends’ Day,
and our Family Day at the Races,
not only brings joy to the students, but to all those involved. I,
1 for one, truly looked forward to these events!
As PAX chair, I am lucky to meet all of you, work alongside you, and be part of such a wonderful community.
I would like to take this opportunity to say THANK YOU

“areOur wonderful parent volunteers
always ready to lend a helping
hand and are excited to do so!
”
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to all of the 2016-2017
parent volunteers, and I
look forward to continuing to work with you to
keep the great community
of High Point Academy
going strong.
--Jolie Solomon, PAX Chair,
P ‘18 and ‘21
ABOVE: Mom and volunteer
Tito Gibbs with son, Anthony,
at Family Dinner Night. Below,
L to R: Parent volunteer
Jeannine Lee, PAX Chair/parent
Jolie Solomon, Family Dinner
Chairs and parent volunteers
Candace McMullin and Deb
Turner.
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Board of Trustees

A

CELEBRATING Spencer’s
graduation from
La Salle High School,
2016. L to R: Gwyneth,
Lynnea, Analise,
Spencer and Brent
Schoenbaum

s my Board term comes to an end after
seven years, I am reminded of the many accomplishments and changes our High Point
community has experienced: honoring the
retirement of our Assistant Head of School
Marlyene Schwartz, and our Head of School John Higgins;
welcoming our new Assistant Head of School Kris Haines,
Interim Head of School Dr. Tim Burns, and our new Head of
School Gary Stern; completing the CAIS accreditation cycle
in 2015; accomplishing our 2007 strategic goal of establishing a Board-designated reserve for endowment to support
the needs of our HPA community; maintaining a no-gap
budget by controlling costs and modest tuition increases;
celebrating the school’s 50th Anniversary; and adopting
our 2016-2021 Strategic Plan. Through all of these events,
we remained focused on what matters most: the HPA mission of educating our students.
HPA’s Board of Trustees is responsible for establishing
and overseeing the mission for our school: “…awakening
the joy of learning in each child…in a nurturing environment…enabling students to ﬂourish academically, emotionally, morally, physically, and socially.” Lynnea and I
chose HPA 14 years ago for these key elements of the HPA
mission. Our hope for our three children was that they experience a challenging curriculum in a nurturing environment that would teach them the value of education and
the importance of personal responsibility. As our son,
Spencer, ﬁnishes his freshman year at UCLA, our middle
daughter, Gwyneth, ﬁnishes her sophomore year at La
Salle High School, and our youngest daughter, Analise, ﬁnishes ﬁfth grade, we can conﬁrm that the guiding principles
of HPA’s mission provided the foundation for their continued academic success.

Onward!

Early Entrance Program,
Cal State LA
Kabir Nagrecha, candidate

Flintridge Preparatory School
Briana Tran
Sylvia Barbu

Flintridge Sacred Heart Academy
Soﬁa Christodoulelis
Samanatha Fung
Abigail Martinez
Joelle Souma
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In a world
that celebrates
results, we
have only our
students to
measure the
success of our
school’s mission. Our students continue to be ambassadors of HPA as
they excel in their high schools and universities. In fact,
HPA’s students are highly sought after by surrounding private high schools, due to our school’s reputation of providing a truly outstanding education. HPA graduates are
admitted to highly selective private high schools; many are
recognized with honors upon entrance, and often ascend
to leadership positions. Our community, in collaboration
with the administration, faculty, and staﬀ, should take
great pride in knowing they create HPA’s unique culture,
which enables our students to thrive.
I want to thank the many past and present trustees, administrators, faculty, staﬀ, and parent volunteers who continue to invest their time and energy to make HPA great! It
has been my pleasure to serve on the Board with so many
dedicated volunteers committed to our school’s mission.
I am pleased to introduce Mike Noll as HPA’s newest
Board Chair. The Noll family has been a part of our HPA
community for 11 years, and their daughter, Amesie, is
now a sophomore in high school at Flintridge Sacred Heart
Academy. Mike will continue to guide the direction of the
Board strategically and in collaboration with his fellow
trustees and our head of school, Gary Stern.
Thank you,
--Brent S. Schoenbaum, Board Chair, P ‘12, ‘15, and ‘20

OUR CLASS OF 2017 HIGH SCHOOL DESTINATIONS

LACHSA
Jack Fuetterer

La Salle High School
Tracey Gibbs
Jake Hansen
Adam Lewczuk*
Anna Nuzzi
Jack Skipper*
Evan Steinhoﬀ*
Benjamin Xie*
Justin Zandi*

*8 of 19 applying HPA students received
a Presidential Merit Scholarship

Loyola High School
Zachary Ayala

Maranatha High School
Krista Powell

Mayﬁeld Senior School
Hannah Attar

Polytechnic High School
Donya Jadvar
Caroline Kelleher
Maddy Kwei

St. Francis High School
Colin Andriuzzo
Sammy Bougdanos
Alden Hauser
Jude Waters
The Webb Schools
Allison Guerrini
Westridge School
Maya Melnik

Alumni

Go Eagles! HPA bff’s stay
connected four years after
graduating and attending
three different high schools.

HPA 2013 GRADS all earned Eagle Scout with Troop 355. Left to Right:
Stian Lintvedt (St. Francis), Troy Worley (LaSalle), Nick Conti (St. Francis),
Brad Loomis (Loyola), Matt Bazarevitsch (St. Francis)

ALUMNA LINDSAY Campbell presents Gold Award
to Troop 201, 4th grade Juniors Girl Scouts

Go for the gold!
HPA alumna returns
to award Troop 201.
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High Point Academy
1720 Kinneloa Canyon Road
Pasadena, California 91107
(626) 798-8989
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